Primary 2 Home Learning Grid
Week Beginning 18 .01.21
Literacy
Phonics

Green Gp and Blue Gp
Sounding out cvc words
Ms Leonard has made a
video for you to watch on
you tube.
https://youtu.be/1IqcFwLG1Rc

Purple Gp and Red Gp
Revison of the sound ea/ee
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=F0vS1CWSRCM

Revision of the sound ‘I’ - igh
https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=9OM4UC2Snbg

Complete activity sheets for all sounds

Listen to the story of Goldilocks and the 3 bears.

Talking and
Listening
Focus: sharing
our thoughts
and opinions

Writing
Focus: Writing
A Story with a
beginning,
middle and end.

Reading:
Focus:
Tricky words
Level 2

https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=phaAcnLaDKk

Discuss with someone in your family if you think
Goldilocks was sorry for what she did.
What could she have done differently?
Do you think Goldilocks and the bears could be friends?
As you listen to the story of Goldilocks and the 3 Bears think about
the beginning, middle and end of the story.
Complete the sequence sheets
After watching the ‘live’ teaching power point presentation use the
story shapes to plan your story about going to the park. Post a photo
of your story plan on your team channel
Read level 2 Tricky words using the reading
power point. It says the words if you are
not sure what they are.
Then Use the Tricky Word Generator
Read them, spell them, write them and then use
them in a spoken or written sentence.
To use the Tricky Word Generator, start the slide
show at slide one and it will become interactive.

Ms Macdonald’s Music Channel
Follow the link and have
some fun composing!
https://youtu.be/L9os4gQfgv8

Ms Isles Steam Channel
Check the STEAM channel for this week's
challenge all about our skies. We are learning
about the history of flying and
creating our own planes.

Art- Goldilocks and Recycling
Make a collage wanted poster for Goldilocks. Use Resourceful Art link and wanted
poster template on Teams. Post your wonderful artwork on your channel!
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How to make a Picasso-style collage | Art activities for kids - YouTube

Numeracy
Number Work
Focus: Counting in 2s
Sharing and grouping
X2 table
See maths
power point:
‘It takes 2’
and activity sheets in you class
Teams’ general Files

Sumdog
Please complete
the diagnostic test. This
will put you on the right level of questions and help you
progress. Please login and complete the questions (it can
be done over a few days if you just want to do it in short
bursts). Sumdog is responsive to your answers and so it
is important that you complete it without help so it
places you on the right level for you. Have fun!

Mapping and Directions 1
Do you know where north is? Can you name the four points of a compass?
Watch the video https://www.youtube.com/watch?v=Te0Td0QVoj0

Here is your Challenge…. Can you work out where Edinburgh is in Scotland? N, S, E or W
Do you live on the N, S, E or W of the city?
How can the sun help us to work it out the different directions?

IDL: Our Planet : Oceans and Continents :
Our Planet
Is our planet more water or more land?
Can you name the continent you live on and Oceans
that surround it?
Watch the Oceans and Continents Video to find out.
Continents and Oceans - Does the world’s popu... - ClickView

Can you name the continents and find them on a map?
Play the continents game
Continents game - World Geography Games (worldgeography-games.com)
Did you notice they used a different name for one of
the continents? Can you find out why?
Here is a quiz to test your oceans knowledge too!
World: Continents and Oceans - Map Quiz Game (seterra.com)

Taking care of our world
Recycling
Make up a Dance!
Listen to the Recycling Rap. Can you
join in the chorus and make up some
dance moves?
Let’s make a dance to help us to
remember to Recycle! Share your
moves on Teams
Keep It Clean! - Students read, sing
and lear... ClickView
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